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Tuition Hike Approved for CUNV·s Resident and
Non-resident Students By Emu ran S aidy
he Board of Trustees of the
City University of New York
(CUNY), the nation's leading
urban public university, with II senior colleges, six community colleges, a graduate school, a law
school and the Sophie Davis School
of Biomedical Education, in June
took the bull by horns in announcing a tuition hike for both resident
and non-resident students.
Over
208,000 degree-credit students, and
more than 208 ,000 continuing and
professional education students, are
enrolled throughout the five boroughs of the City of New York
according to recent figures .
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According to a release posted on
the CUNY website dated June 22 ,
2003 , "the changes, effective for the
academic
year
beginning
September, 2003, set the full-time
annual
rate for residents at
$4,000.00 at four-year institutions
and $2,800.00 at the two-year institutions." The release further added
that "the new tuition schedule puts
all out-of state students on a per
credit scale. Senior-college undergraduates will pay $360.00 per credit, a $75 .00 increase, compared to
$170.00 from part-time students
from New York. Non-residents will
pay $190.00 per credit at communi-

ty colleges, a $60.00 increase, compared to $120.00 for New York residents. Other out-of state per-credit
rates, with their increases, are:
Master's program , $425.00, up
$105; Doctoral program, $475.00,
up, $50.00; School of Law, 500.00,
up $125.00."
The tuition increase took many
students by surprise and baffled
most, especially the undocumented,
non-residents and foreign students
because of the nature of the skyrocketed raise. The real confusionhit many students on registration
day. This is because many were
unable to validate their registration
because of the fat amount of dollars
levied on them. As nornlal, many
students rushed to the Academic
Management Service desk to make
a tuition pay plan but were asked to
pay an amount that was far more
than the amount they brought to college on the day of registration. For
example, a student who registered
for sixteen credits will have to pay
$3,040.00 as tuition . In order to join
the A.M.S. on the d ay of registration, this student must make a down
payment of $1 ,640.00 to the A .M.S .
which is considered as too much for
many students who spoke to The
Communicator on August 12, on the

lower level of Colston Hall during
the registration period.
Many students who spoke to The
Communicator did not agreed with
CUNY
Chancellor
Matthew
Goldstein when he stated in a
release that "we are focused on protecting our most vulnerable students
in this period of fiscal difficulty
across the city and state."
There is no protection given to
us as far tuition increases are concerned, said a disgruntled student
who begged not to be named,
adding that their [CUNY] concerns
were to send us out of college and
become a liability to the city by
joining the street gangs. He lamented that when students are thrown
out of school because of tuitionrelated problems, most often they
became a danger to society, which
he said should be avoided by making college education affordable to
aiL
However, CUNY further intimated that tuition increases set by
the Board are less than the $950.00
limit authorized by the State
Legislature in May. The resolutions
approved by the Trustees, according
to Chancellor Goldstein, limit
tuition increases for undergraduate
- Collfinued
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ELEVEN BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENT FILMS SHINE
AT THE TENTH ANNUAL
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL
he Tenth Annual Bronx
Community College (BCC)
Film & Video Festival was
held on Monday, June 9, 2003 at
Cablevision's Clearview 59th Street
East Cinema in New York
City. Immediately following
the screening an awards reception
sponsored
by
The
Eastman Kodak Company
took place in the lobby of the
cinema. The screening was by
invitation-only. A larger film
festival with screenings open
to the public will take place at
the college later this fall.
BCC student filmmakers, cinematographers and ed itors
received awards and prizes for
their films. Sponsors for this
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The eleven prize-winning BCC
filmmakers received awards for the
following film and video productions:

Christopher Peralta
• Lost Love directed by
Jason Melendez
• Filmmaker on the Roof directed
by Meliss Tatz
• Swagger directed by
Hasson Doswell
• Blinded directed by
Elizabeth Martinez
• Brotherly Love directed by
Haywood Bland
• Passover directed by
Johan ny Rosario
• Sick-o-clock News directed by
Carlos Lample

years festival inc luded: The Prof. Jeffrey Wisotsky, Direclor, Media Technology Program ,
Eastman Kodak Company, Dr. Debra Gonsher, Chairperson, Dept. of Communication
Cablevision's
Clearview
C!I!~::~~~:'~~:~:~ ~~hC~~';;':o":;~ under marquee
Cinemas, Avid Technology,
-PHOTOGRAPH BY Vandam Bui
Lowel-Light Manufacturing, L _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _......J
Camera Service Center, Final Draft,
Write Brothers Movie Magic
Screenwriter,
PAC
Lab,
The
Independent Film Channel, A & E
Network, Pren tice Hall Pub lis h ing,
Wadsworth Publ ishing, Barbizon
Lighting,
Home
Vision
Entertai n ment and NYPG.

• Caught Out There directed by
Anthony Wright
• Where Is A !Iired o ? directedb y
Lilia Cisneros
• Hello directed by
Gregory Veney
• Raver's Delight directed by

AVID Fi lm Editing awards
were given to four BCC students : Jeffrey Edison, Mayra
Tello,
Joseph Fontanez and
Julio Diaz.
Award presenters included:
Steve Garfinkel
from the
Eastman
Kodak
Company,

Kevin
Johnston
from
Avid
Technology and Academy Award
WI'nner Dom,'n ,' ck Tavella.
Mr.
Tavella is a former c lassmate of
Prof. Wisotsky's at CCNY's Picker
F ilm Institute. He recently received
the

Academy
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core
University an combine innovative operational savings with
strengthened fundraising activities to assist those students who
are most in need.
It is a well-established fact that the University has a historic
mission of service to make tuition affordable to all and sundry,
but a recent increase seems to deviate from that mission. Many
CUNY students cannot afford to pay higher tuitions that are
charged at private colleges and universities across the city and
state and, therefore, have shifted their allegiance to CUNY
because it is a public institution that can wipe tears ·from the
faces of New Yorker because it offers affordable tuition.
However, even the board kind of acknowledged that fact, stating that "many of the University's constituents -- in particular
its largest group of students, i.e., undergraduate residents of
New York -- rely on the relatively low cost of public education.tI

Speaking to The Communicator, Mr. Foday L. Camara, a
foreign student, said he was very disappointed by the new
tuition increase. The increase will affect foreign students more
than anyone else. "In this period of economic crisis, an increase
in tuition will really affect us -- the foreign students. Our sponsors have to send in more money for us to attend college, coupled with the high cost of living in New York. Anyway, I am
considering a move to another college that will charge for a
lesser amount to do my bachelo~'s program." He advised foreign students to only go in for 12 credits per semester, which
amounts to $2,280.00.
Another student who only identified himself as Louis had
this to say: "The classrooms in Bronx Community College and
many CUNY campuses, I believe, are not up to the least standard classrooms for a college, and nothing is done about that.
BCC, since its inception, has never had-a new building and
nothing is said about that. The library is not well equipped and,
again, nothing is said about that. But a tuition increase, which I
believe in my mind is being applauded by "the management,
what a big disappointment."
.
.
..
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A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT
t is my great pleasure to welcome our
continuing students back to the campus
for another dynamic and productive
academic year. I am also pleased to extend
warm greetings to our incoming freshmen
who are about to embark on an exceptional educational journey at a stellar institution. Both continuing and new students can
. expect the best quality education at a community college which has received national attention for its curricula and faculty.
There are many success stories associated
with Bronx Community College and we
look forward to even more successes in the .
futuie. This is a turning point in most of
your lives and we give you the opportunity
to make the best of it. Our caring and
award-winning faculty and staff stand
ready to help you accomplish your dreams.
We offer you the highest standards of
'teaching and extra-curricular activities sports, social and educational clubs, concerts and more - to broaden your horizons.
I urge you to take advantage of every learning experience available at BCC and you
will be able to look back with fond memories of the ' well-rounded education you

I
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received at the college. I wish each and
every one of you an enlightening and successful year. It's all here for you, so please
take full advantage.
-Carolyn G . Williams, Ph.D., President

and THE COMMUNICATOR

Invite you and a guest to an advance scree,nang

The winds of tuition increase are blowing around the United
States since public universities are trying to raise tuition and cut
services in response to' a shaky eConomy. 'T he Board ofTtpstees
of Cali fomi a State University (CSU) in May approved boosting
out-of-state student fees by nearly $1, I 00.00 a year to
$8,460.00. Tuition for full-time, in-state students was not
affected, according to the May 15th issue of the American City
Business Journal. The nearly 15% increase is expected to add
$11. 7 million to CSU's budget of $2.758 billion.
According to the Kansas State Collegian issue of July 2, the
Kansas State Board of Regents approved a tuition increase in
June for the six regent universities. .K ansas State tuition
increased from $97.25 to $117.00 per credit hour, including a
technology fee which amounts to 20.3% increase. The approval
tuition rate goes into effect in the fall. This increase follows a
25. 1% raise last year.

'. '

The Board and Chancellor, according to the CUNY release,
have worked jointly to establish a set of principles that will help
to ensure that the entire burden of compensating for reduced
public education will not fall on the shoulders of those least
able to afford it. Therefore, the following priorities were set up:
• Cost-saving strategies for continued reinvestment. These
measures include strict controls on hiring non-teaching personnel, implementing early retirement, centralizing administrative
operations and asking qualified administrators and executives
to teach.
• Create a comprehensive tuition schedule that protects the
most vulnerable students while charging more for selected
graduate programs that are highly valued in the marketplace.
This is reflected in the increases approved for the Master's program ($1,090.00 per year) and the School of Law ($1,430.00).
Tuition in the Doctoral program will be increased by $520.00.
• Reinvest new revenues at the community colleges to hire
first-rate faculty who can bring students to to the appropriate
level for transfer to senior college while ensuring that the community college experience is equivalent to the two first years in
a senior college.
• Continue increased attention on fundraising . to provide
critical support for underfunded college and university priorities.
This is the first in a series of articles on the CUNY tuition
hike and the effect it has on students at Bronx Community
College.

See ~before It opens'
Stop by eoaston Hal, room 605 beginning today, September 8
to pick up your advance screening pass tor two.
8UjIIIIIN 1h/tiKI, OM poJIIII per ~ Eadl.,.. adnIIII tMI. No ~ .........
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Awa rd in sound mixing for his work on the Miramax film
C hi cago.

" Dedicated to Inform a tive Excellence"

BCC studen ts a rc producing a divcrse a nd interesting body
of work that deserves national recognition and support. Often
created on minimal resources, BCC productions reflect the multitude of vo ices that fill our metropo litan a rea, often address ing
pertinent socia l and artist ic issues . Moreover, BCC stude nts are
making healthy strides toward recognition in a fast growi ng
media e n v ironment, a nd are steadily becoming a stro ng contribution to national film festivals.
The Media Technology Progra m of th e Commun ication Arts
a nd Sciences Department offers m o ti vated students a n opportunity to enjoy the support of a sma ll caring env ironment in their
quest
to
learn
abo ut
g loba l
commun ica ti ons.
Practica l hands-on ski lls with real applicat ions in media are
taught by experienced profess iona ls who hold positions in all
fields of media production and management. Career opportuniti es for skilled technicians in media techno logy conti nue to
expand . T he Media Techno logy Prog ram maintains state-ofthe-art fac iliti es to prepare students to enter the world of media
production.
O ur students have had to overcome great hardships in their
pursuit ofa film and television ed ucat ion. "A goa l of the Media
Technology program is to tcaeh the mos t current production an d
post- production techniques which are c learly moving toward
non-lin ea r," remarkcd Professor Jeffrey Wi sotsk y, director of
the M ed ia Technology Program. which is part of the
Department of Communication Arts and Sciences headed b y
Chairperson, Dr. Debra Gonsher. "A recent grant from the New
York State Educa ti on Department to purch ase AV ID non-linear
ed itin g systems w ill hclp our program reach thi s goa l and make
our studen ts more emp loyab le as we s tay as close to the cutting
edge as possible in new technology."

The Student Newspaper of
Bronx Community College of the C ity University of New York
Located at:
W. 18 1s! Street & University Avenue Bronx, New York 10453-3 102
Colston

HalJ, room 605

Telephone: (718) 289-5445
Fax: (7 18) 289-6310
E-mail: Communicator@bcc.cuny.edu
It is the policy of the City Univers ity of New York not to discriminate on the basis of race, creed,
national , orig in , sex, age or handicapping condition in its educational programs, activities, a nd
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Advertising Manager: Nadia Merhai
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"Showing film s is as important as m a king them," sa id
Professor Jeffrey Wisotsky, who a lso serves as director of the
M ed ia Technology Program. "Audience feedback is invaluable
in dcveloping a clear sense of what one wants to do as a film
a rti st." The film e lective is part of the Communications Arts

Any BCC student or staff member can subm it articles and photographs to The Communicator
Please send them to LL~ at Colston Hall 60S, or use the envelope on the door.

and Sciences Department.

A II submissions are subject to review, and publication is not guaranteed.

(left to right) Vice President of Academic Affairs, Dr. Marcia V. Keiz5 , BCe
Filmmake r Anthony Wright with Prof. Jeffrey Wisotsky. Director, Media
Technology Program , present Anthony Wright with the Filmmakers Trophy for
his film , Ca ught Out There , which had its premiere a t the Tenth Annual BCe
Film and Video Fes tival. PHOTOGRAPH BY Vandam Sui

"Staff Call"
The Communicator wants to hear from you submit your articles,
.
short essays, poems etc.
E-mail us your contribution a t:
Communicator@bcc.cuny.edu
or you can drop it off at
Colston Hall room 605
or in our mailbox; room 646.
All BCC students are more than welcome to
join our family of reporters,
photographers, & illustrators/cartoonists.

All submission are subject to review, and are not
guaranteed to be published.

n July 17, 2003 the
music industry and
the Hispanic community eve rywhere lost their
"Q u ee n of Sa lsa." Ce li a Cruz,
who was battling brain cancer, lost her fight agai n st the
deadly disease, and she died
at her home in Fort Lee, New
Jersey, with her hu sba nd.
Pedro Knight. by her side.
She was believed to be 7X
years old . M s. C ru z was born
in Cuba and left h e r country
in 1960, rema inin g in ex ile for
the remainder of her life .
M s. Cru z's music gro up ,
"La Sonora Mataneera." went
on a scheduled tour of Mexico
in 1960. but in s tead of returning. the band ned to the
United States for freedom.
Celia C ru z became a Un ited
States citizen in 1961. She
vowed to neve r return to her
home la nd as long as Fide l
Castro was sti ll in charge of
Cuba.

O

Celia
Cru z 's
rnu s i ca l
career spanned over five
decade s. from 1940 - 2003, in
which
she
recorded
70
a lbum s.
She
won
tive
Grammy Awards and two
Latin Grammy Awards. Ce lia
Cruz received a Nat ion a l
Medal of Arts. the Untied
States' highest honor for an
artist. Be sides her musical
honors, she received honorary
doctorate s
from
Yale
University,
F lorida
Internationa l University, and
Miami University. She has a
s tar on Hollywood 's "Walk of
Fame" a nd s treets were
named for h e r in New York ,
Mi ami, Mexico. and Costa
Rica.
Celia C ru z loved to sing
and perform in front of her
Latin audiences. I n a n interview w ith CNN in 2002. s he
talked about h ow important
sing in g was to h e r. "My li fe
is s ingin g. I don't plan o n
retiring. I p la n to die on a
s tage. I ca n have a headache
but ,-vhen it 's tinlc to sing and
I ste p on th a t s tage there is no
nlore headache:' Ms. C ru z
had a fanHJUS cat<.:all that she
wou ld say durin g her many
concerts and perfornlanccs -"Azuear" -- wh ich means
sugar in Spanis h .

Tens of th o u sa nd s tlock ed
to thc Mianli' s Frccdo lll
Tower (often referred to a s
southern
Florida's
" E lli s
Island") for a n emot ional
vicw in g. This was as c l ost! as
s he could get to her native
C uba. Ce li a C ruz 's body was
then returned to New York
City for a wake, se rvices at St.
Patrick's Cathedra l, and buria l
at the Woodlawn Cemetery in
the Bronx. In respect. the city
of New York closed the northbound
Major
Deegan
Expressway unti l her funera l
cortege had passed en route to
her final resting place .

Celia Cru z, the "Queen of
Sa lsa," ma y be gone but not
forgotten because o f the
111Cl110ries a nd love tha t her
I>1I1s ha ve. They will keep her
Latin sp rit a li ve forever. May
the hea ve n w here s he no\v
sings be fu ll of swee t
·'Azucar. "

- By Karen M . Rodrigue=
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GREGORY OLIVER HINE S
"The Greatest Tap D a ncel of HI s Gene ration"
February 14 1946 - August 9 2003

Center for Communication

Fall 2003 Seminars
(All seminars are free to students and faculty)

Do INDIES HAVE A
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admired as a
gracious
and
charming performer onstage,
in film and in
television. But
he was also a
dance revolutionary
who
took the upright ...iiiiiiiioioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiol
tap tradition, bent it over and slammed it to the
ground. [ .. . J Hines's break with the sacred tap
traditions was monumental. It jerked tap out of
a pre-1950's aesthetic and pushed it into the
1990's
and
beyond.
• Sally R. Sommer, The New York Times
He hunkered down into his dancing, his
manner easy, his rhythms clear as a bell. But
rarely simple. He wanted audiences to think of
tap as a complex art that involved both brains
and daring, and he considered himself an athlete more than a showman. Learning from old
hoofers like Bunny Briggs, Buster Brown,
Chuck Green, and Honi Coles, he pushed the
art form and inspired a generation of young tap
wizards, notably Savion Glover [ . .. J Let the
band playa slow march. Muffled taps, please.
But keep his spirit alive and experimenting.
• Deborah Jowitt, The Village Voice
A dancer with winged feet.
• Brigitte Salino, Le monde (France)
GREGORY HINES ON FILM
The Preacher's Wife (1996)
Waiting to Exhale (1995)
A Rage in Harlem (1991)
Eve of Destruction (1991)
Tap (1989)
Running Scared (1986)
White Nights (\ 985)

~------~------------ .-- --- - .- --

..

The Cotton Club (\984)
, ,oeal of the Century (1983)
'.
'WlJlfb!'(1981) ":'
History of the World, Part /"(1981)" '
GREGORY HINES ON BROADWAYJelly 's Last Jam (1992) Tony Award:
"Best Actor in a Musical"

Sophisticated Ladies (1981)
Emmy nomination: "Best Actor in a Musical"
Eubie! (1978)
The Girl in Pink Tights (1954)
GREGORY HINES ON TELEVISION
Bojang les (2001) Emmy nomination:
"Outstanding Lead Actor in a
Miniseries or Movie"
Will & Grace (1999-2000)
Little Bill (1999) Daytime Emmy award
The Gregory Hines Show (1997)
Gregory Hines: Tap Dance in America (1989)
Emmy nomination
I Love Liberty (1982) Emmy nomination:
"Outstanding Individual
Achievement - Special Class"
Space does not allow The Communicator to
list all of Gregory Hines's performances in
stage, television and film.

..-- .. ~-- - -- - - ------------------ .. ---~--~

FUTURE? .
Monday, September 15, 6:00 to 8 :00 pm
NYU , Schimmel Auditorium, 40 West 4th Street (lower level)
Peter Bart, Editor-in-Chief, Variety and.Michael Barteer, Co,.
.
President, SO~Y Picture ClassiCS in conversa~.0f1.Q.Q.i!lpi._ fl/w.. ."1 , .•
HojIYWpc>d ....1t\e .international film scene and the future of the business. Co-produced with the MBA Media Entertainment Associates
club and the Entertainmant, Media & Technology program at the
Stem School of Business
CASTING YOUR FILM' SHOOTING FOR THE STARS
Friday, September 26, 12:00 to 1 :30 pm
Puck Bldg , Griu1d' B'8tlroom, 293 Lafayette Co-sponsored with the
IFP (Independent Feature Project)
GETTING YOUR SCREENPLAY READ (WITHOUT AN AGENT)
Friday. September 26, 1 :45 to 3:15 pm Puck Bldg, Grand Ballroom,
293 Lafayette Co-sponsored with the IFP (Independent Feature
Project)
TERRIE WILLIAMS' HOW TO SELL YOURSELF
Thursday. October 2, 6 :00 to 8:00 pm Marymount Manhattan
College, The Mezzanine, 221 East 71st Street (Between 2nd & 3rd
Aves.) PR guru Terrie Williams - publicist to some of the biggest
names in the entertainment industry - leads this intense workshop.
Space is limited I
•
STEPS TO GETTING PUBLISHED
Monday. October 6, 6:00 to 7:30 pm Marymount Manhattan College,
The Mezzanine, 221 East 71st Street (Between 2nd & 3rd Aves.)
First-time authors reveal what it takes to get a book published .
Rachel Dewoskln, author, Foreign Babes in Beijing
Catherine Orenstein, author, Litlle Red Riding Hood Uncloaked
Steven Rineheart, author, Built in a Day (tentative)
Alix Strauss, author, The Joy of Funerals (moderator)
ARTHUR GELB: THE CITY ROOM
Tuesday. October 7, 7:00 to 8 :30 pm CUNY Graduate Center, 345
Fifth Avenue at 34th Street Arthur Gelb joined The New York Times
in 1944 as a night copy boy and left 50 years later as Managing editor. On his way to the top, Gelb mentored a generation of our most
talented journalists, reshaped the way the paper covered New York,
and was the first to praise such yet undiscovered talents as Woody
Allen and Barbra Streisand. Come hear his incredible story. Co-produced with CUNY's Continuing Education & Public Programs
THE IV NEJWQRKS' BEGINNING TO END??
Wednesday. October 8, 6:30 to 8 :30 pm NYU, Stem School of
Business, Stem Plaza, 40 West 4th Street, Room , L 100, first floor
Edward Bleier, Senior Advisor at Warner Bros. started in TV when
the network "signed on" at 6pm. In the intervening years, the top 3,
now 6, TV networks reached as much as 95% of the available audience. This summer, they often reached less the 30% . Bleier discusses what we learn from the history - and project for the future - of the
multi-channel world of broadcast, cable, satellite, and the Internet.
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Justices End Term with Victories for Gay Rights and Affirmative Action,
But American Civil Uberties Union (ACLU) Says Supreme Court Remains Fundamentally Conservative in Outlook
cknowledging the reality
of
an
increasingly
diverse
soc iety,
the
Supreme Court ended its 2002
Term this week with historic
decisions supporting affirmative
action and gay rights. But the
Court's conservative instincts
were evident in rulings involving
criminal defendants and immigrants that were low points for
civil liberties, the American Civil
Liberties Union said.
"The affirmative action and
gay rights decisions are tremendous victories for civil liberties,"
said Steven R . Shapiro, the
ACLU's national Legal Director.
"In the final analysis, _however,
they probably say less about the
direction of the Court than the
direction of the country. This
Court remains fundamentally
conservative in its judicial outlook," Shapiro said. "But the
country has changed in ways that
the Court could not ignore. We
are an increas ingly diverse society and the Court, to its credit, recognized that America's diversity
represents a strength, not a weakness. Whatever debate there may
be around the edges, few
Americans want to return to a
world where the government
monitors what is going on in our
bedrooms and our great public
universities are reserved for
white students." A full summary
of the Term's decisions is available
online
at
bttp://www.aclu.org/courtlcour

A
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Affirmatlye &tism
In ruling that public universities can take race into account in
order to achieve a diverse student
body so long as they do not resort
to mechanical quotas, the Court
endorsed the approach to affirmative action first taken by
Justice Powell in his famous
1978 opinion in the Bakke case.
And by holding that lesbians and
gay men who engage in acts of
sexual intimacy within the privacy of their own homes cannot be
prosecuted as criminals, the
Court finally repudiated its discredited 1986 decision in Bowers
v. Hardwick .
Justice O'Connor wrote the
Court's defense of affirmative
action in Grutter v. Bollinger; a
challenge to admissions policies
at the University of Michigan's
law school. Ending 25 years of
uncertainty, the Court unequivocally held that public universities
have a compelling interest in creating a diverse student body and
that race may be treated as a plus
factor in the admissions process.
She stressed, as Justice Powell
had before her, that every applicant must be assessed individually and that race a lone should not
be the determining
factor
between admission and rejection.
However,
she
emphatically
rejected the notion that the socalled percentage plans advocated by the Bush Administration
are a preferred a lternative to
affirmative action
precisely
because they a re designed to
e liminate even the possibility of
individualized review.
Applying a similar logic, the

Court struck down the admissions program at Michigan's
undergraduate school in Gratz v.
Bollinger, but only because it
relied on a numerical point system that automatically awarded
extra points to all under-represented minorities rather than
individually assessing every
application. Although the Court
acknowledged that other applicants were also awarded extra
points for example, the children
of alumni the Court nonetheless
concluded that the undergraduate
program was too mechanical in
its application to survive strict
scrutiny. The ACLU joined with
other civil rights groups to represent the interests of minority students in the Michigan litigation.
Some opponents of afFrrmative action have argued that the
Court's decision
to
uphold one
affirmative
action program
and
strike down
another at
the
same
university
somehow
suggests that
the constitutionality of
affirma tive
action is still unresolved. "That
position is simply unsustainable," Shapiro said. "Reading the
two decisions together. it is clear
that the Court has broadly
endorsed the' principle o'f'affirmative action in higher education
and given public universities the
road map they need on how to do
it right."
Gay Rlehts and
the Ri .... t to Prlvaty
The Court's landmark ruling
in Lawrence v. Texas was also a
civil rights triumph and a watershed in the history of gay rights
in this country. Under the Texas
sodomy statute that the Court has
now declared unconsti tutional,
only same-sex couples faced
imprisonment for private acts of
sexual intimacy. In a broadly
worded decision expounding on
the meaning of personal liberty
under the Constitution, the Court
both expanded the privacy rights
of all Americans and promoted
the right of lesbians and gay men
to equal treatment under the law.
The ACLU filed a friend-of-thecourt brief in Lawrence urging
the Court to overrule Bowers,
which had been an ACLU case.
The ACLU also represents
Matthew Limon, a Kansas
teenager who was sentenced to
17 years in prison under the state
sodomy law, and whose petition
for certiorari [a written order
issued by a higher court to a
lower court requesting a transcript of the proceedings of a
case for review1 is still pending
before the Supreme Court.
"For years, whenever we
have sought equality, we've been
an swered both in courts of law
and in the court of public opinion
with the claim that we are not
entitled to equality because our
relationships make us criminals,"

said Matt Coles, Director of the
ACLU's Lesbian and Gay Rights
Project. "That argument, which
has been a serious impediment in
everything from child custody
cases to debates about domestic
partnership, is now a dead letter."
The Court showed less sympathy for the rights of adults in
United States v. American
Library Association, a case in
which the ACLU served as cocounsel, when it held that the federal government could insist that
public libraries throughout the
country install blocking software
on their computers to censor sexually explicit speech as a condition of federal funding . The
Court justified its decision by citing the government's interest in
protecting children from exposure to sexually inappropriate

viously upheld an effort to regulate content on the Internet, its
decision in ALA is significant.
Other Important Cases
Unfortunately, the Court's
deep concern for individualized
decision making in the affirmative action context disappeared
when it considered the rights of
criminal defendants and immigrants.
In Demore v. Kim, an ACLU
case, the Court ruled that even
permanent residents could be
subject to mandatory detention
when facing deportation based on
a prior criminal conviction, without any right to an individualized
hearing to determine whether
they were dangerous or a flight
risk. In Connecticut Department
of Public Safety v. Doe, another
ACLU case, the Court held that
convicted sex offenders
can be listed on a public
registry posted on the
Internet without any
opportunity for individual offenders to prove
that they are not a presOJi~~~~~~~~ ent danger to the community. Indeed, offenders are listed on the registry even if the state has
tacitly agreed that they
do not present a present
danger by paroling them
from prison.
material, even though it is undisTwo of the Court's most sigputed that the currently available
nificant decisions this Term
programs erroneously block
involved 9 / 11 cases that the
thousands of web pages that ar~
Court decl ined to hear. The first
not obscene either for children. or
involved the government's chiirn:
adults, and .that some material
of expanded authority under the
that might be "harmful to
USA PATRIOT Act to seek forminors" is nonetheless constitueign intelligence wiretaps for
tionally protected for adults.
criminal investigative purposes,
Because the Court has never pre-

even though foreign intelligence
wiretaps do not need to comply
with
traditional
Fourth
Amendment safeguards. The
government's request was upheld
by a special intelligence court
that met in secret and only heard
argument from the government's
lawyers. Because of the importance of the issues involved and
the one-sided nature of the presentation, the ACLU sought permission to intervene in the
Supreme Court for purposes of
filing a petition for certiorari.
That motion was denied in In reo
Sealed Case of the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Court
of Review.
lilt is imperative that we learn
from our history," Shapiro said .
"From the Alien and Sedition
Acts to the internment of the
Japanese in World War II , we
have always regretted the decision to sacrifice civil liberties in
the name of national security.
There are other cases in the
pipeline, and the Court has a critical role to play in ensuring that
we do not repeat those mistakes."
The American Civil Liberties
Union defines it self as "our
nation's guardian of liberty,
working in courts. legislatures
and communities to defend and
preserve the individual rights and
liberties guaranteed to all people
in
this
country
by
the
Constitution and laws of the
United States. " Furthermore, the
ACLU .asserts that its m~sion is
to 'light civil liberties violations
whenever and wherever they
occur. Most of our clients are
ordinary people who have experienced an injustice and have
decided to fight back. "
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This series began last semester when students from Professor Hattie Jo Mullins English 12 class (section 1852L) set out to discover
(or rediscover) New York City. We will continue to feature their adventures throughout the fall semester.

The World-Famous Apollo Theatre
By Ebony Simmonds
arlem has many important and fascinating tourist spots. One of these spots is the
world famous Apollo Theatre in Harlem.
~oun·sts VI·SI·t the ~amous theatre daily ~or a tour
~~the theatre. I c~;"'se to research this ~""'dmark
to learn more about my history and the history of
the Apollo theatre.
According to The Apollo Theatre Story the
theatre was .f trst buill .in 1913. ~t .wa,s C8,lled the
Hurtig and Seamons Music Hall. The theatre had
burlesque and vaudeville performers. D uring this
'time the theatre only catered to white audiences,
and Harlem had become the home to many immigrants of Jewish, Russian, and Italian descent.
_TP9 neighborhood shifted cultures {lll!ing a ·real
estate drop in 1904. By 1910 blacks from allover
were moving to this neighborhood that had cheap
rent. The area between 125 and 145 streets soon
became the largest African-American community. For the first time there ;were black audiences
for black entertainers and the Hurtig and
Seamons theatre was in the middle of Harlem.
This was known as the Harlem Renaissance ...!Rle
Harlem Renaissance was a time when Black
artists, writers, and musicians gathered 'in the
1920's.
The theatre was operated by Bill Minsky
who named it Minsky's Apollo Theatre. In 1932
the theatre was bought by Sidney Cohen who
helped black performers become accepted.
January 26, 1934 was the inaugural show where
you could see a variety show for less than a dollar. The Apollo Theatre, thereafter, became home
to many legendary African-AmericlII! acts. Stars
like Sammy Davis Jr., Josephine Baker, and
James Brown were but 8 handful of the many acts
that graced the Apollo stage.
The Apollo theatre became the hot spot.
Going to the Apollo was a special event. People
wore their Sunday best; men were dressed in
their tight top coats and hats. Women wore slinky
dresses and high heels.
The Apollo Theatre had many different acts.
One of these legendary acts was, and still is,
Wednesday's Amateur Night. During this time of
the show people who wanted to take their chance
at fame would have five minutes to perform on
the Apollo stage. Singers, dancers, and comedians would all hope that that night would be their
big break. Amateur night is always judged by the
audience and their response to the performer.
Performers who did not meet the standards of the
Apollo audience would be booed off the stage,
and a loud siren would follow. The performer
would be accompanied by a man in a clown suit
called Sand Man Simms. He would do a whole
comedy act that would leave the audience laughing. Another act would be a live performance
from a famous star in the beginning of the show
and at the end.
Those who were fortunate to pass the standards of the audience would soon hope to be
scouted by talent managers, who were always
looking for a new star. Amateur night was the
phlce to find the hottest new acts in the music
world. Amateur night was broadcast live to twen-
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ty-one countries. A tradition of the Apollo theatre
was that each act on amateur night would be
encouraged to rub the "Log of Hope." Many
amateurs would rub the log in hope of becoming
a star. The "Log of Hope" was from a tree in
Harlem that was going to be cut down due to construction on Seventh A venue. The owner of the
theatre bought a log from the tree and made that
into an Apollo tradition.
In the 1940's the community was slowly
.going downhill and the Apollo's sales were hurt.
Part of this was due to the Harlem riots of 1943
and 1945. Ticket sales were down and they were
losing some of their white clientele. The riots of
the forties made the Apollo more important to the
community and black entertainers. For the peopie of the community, i.t was an escape from the
troubles of the ghetto. It gave people a sense of
pride and hope. For the entertainers, the Apollo
theatre was a refuge and a place they called
home. Entertainers found it hard to get shows
that accepted black performers in their establisbments downtown. So the Apollo was truly home.
One of the biggest acts was James Brown who,
when he performed, lines stretched around the
comer and down the block. Fans were anxious
and couldn't wait to get their ticket to see the
"Godfather of Soul."
Throughout the years the Apollo theatre
shared a specl·al relatl·onshl·p WI·th the cornmuru·ty.
In the 1970's a new type of music sprouted; soul
music was the new thing. Some of the biggest
stars we know today got their start at the Apollo.
Many Motown Records artists have graced the
stage. Diana Ross, Smokey Robinson, and
Gladys Knight and the lIips -h ave all performed
on the Apollo stage.
By the mid-seventies, .h owever, the Apollo
had problems with booking.!<>p acts. T1Jey w!'re
no longer able to compete with the higher
salaries that acts were ·receiVing at arenaS· and stadiums. Hard. times and hankruptcy hovered over
the Apollo. Due to these problems the Apollo was
forced to close its doors in 1977.
In 1983 the Apollo was bought by Percy
Sutton, the fonner Manhattan Borough President
and a group of investors, for $225,000. The theatre was brought back \0 life. Renovations were
made and the theatre reopened in 1985. The the- .
atre was -declared a national landmark in 1983,
saving it from being tom down, and condemned.
Sutton helped launch a $17 million television
video production called Showtime at the Apollo
that airs each Saturday at I am. Today, the theatre
has a place in its show for children and young
adults called "Apollo Kids" and "Talented
Teens". The perfonners are never booed and they
are only praised for their talents.
The theatre just doesn't have comical and
singing acts. It now has performers from the
Dance Theatre of Harlem, as well as plays. The
play Jackie Wilson was at the theatre last surnmer, and the play Harle m Song was also a big
hit. It also has community and educational prognuns, which include an annual tribute to Dr.
King. There are also free movies for kids and
value packages for families. The theatre has daily
tours so visitors can see and learn about the landmark theatre.
As I walked down the burgundy carpet, and
through the lobby, I fIrSt saw the mural -of the
many stars who have performed at the theatre.
The tour guide showed us autographed pictures
of stars. He showed us the legendary theatre. My
first reaction was that it is much smaller than it
appears on television. I was privileged to walk
through the aisles and see the famous "Log of
Hope." The theatre has a gift shop were you can
buy Apollo memorabilia. You can buy lots of
things such as T-shirts, coffee mugs, and key
chains that have the Apollo logo.
My tour and research on the Apollo Theatre
have taught me how black entertainment and the
music world have changed through the years. I
have learned more about my culture and the
many struggles that African-American performers have gone through. I have a better appreciation of the music that surrounds my culture. I
would recommend anybody who wants to learn
more about African American music history to
visit the theatre.

began, seeing who could at the end flaunt
and boast the tallest standing structure. The
two cities that really seemed to invest in this
battle were New York and Chicago. The title
of world's tallest went back and forth to both
cities. Chicago seemed to fall short at once
because they weren't keeping up with New
York. The plan to build the Empire State
building then came into existence.
Everyone. was amazed by the plans for
this building that was going to be the world's
tallest. Steel framing members flooded in by
trains from Pittsburgh hours after fabrication and without a del ay to obviate storage.
Powerful derricks were structured on cantilevered platforms. Elevators transported
crews and lighter materials to where they
were needed. The workforce counted over
3,500 men. Five-and-a-half stories were
added on each week. The whole enterprise
of building the world's largest building,
from groundbreaking to the moving in of
tenants, took no more than a year.

View from Atop Manhattan:
The Empire State Building

Construction began Marcb 17, and the
Empire State building officially opened on
By Delano Abrahams
May I, 1931.
My visit there was filled with fun and
he Empire State Building, the most
. r..
.
I d ·dn' kn
I had
famous building in the entire world
In ormlltlve expenences.
I t ow
arrived when I was standing directly under
seems to not only define New York's
the building because I didn't look up. The
skyline but also seems to represent America entrance was a narrow hallway with a recepas the land of great achievements and surtionist at the end of it, with a beautifully
plus offerings. It is s ituated at 35 Fifth painted picture of the Empire State Building
Avenue, between 33rd and 34th streets. It with a beaming light at the antenna. I dearly
stands 1,454 feet high with a 204-foot high admired the work of art because many
antenna and proudly boasts 102 stories towmeaniilgs or cOncepts' cbuld -t.e: dnliYn.-froirt.
ering over midtown Manhattan. This magit. I think it meant that the Empire State
nificent structure is a true symbol of man's
Building because of its grand size and locaarchitectural accomplishments ~d _buildi".g__ .!iQJI_in.~ .<;AILbe_seen. as .a.light~._ ~
skills: ·..It bas been an-- !nsptratioll f(j ~e
house. This enormous structure can really be
bwldmg of many other skyscrapers both In
helpful, if one is lost, because it can be seen
New York.and m other cIties In Amenca and
from almost anywhere.
around the world.
Alongside the hallways were little stores
Its unique funnel-shaped structure is a
selling souvenirs and more paintings on the
constant reminder of our new and modem
walls with a great deal of information,
century of advanced technological heights
which was rather interesting. The interior of
and the sign of many thinJlS
forward
the building was marvelous. It had green
to. This building. IJas OC&'"
York's
marble-looking ti led floors with hanging
skyline for so long, it s ,.
ible to
pictures everywhere on the walls, which
imagine the city without it. It has been seen
seemed to serve as an incentive to my marin countless movies, advertisements and
veled eyes. After paying to go to the obserbooks. I think this building is so genuinely
vatory deck I was guided to an escalator,
loved because it symbolizes difference and which transported me to the elevators. We
change, change from an era of limited
were then carried into an elevator, wliich
boundaries to an era oflimitless boundaries.
took us swiftly to the 80th floor. I was then
Each side of the building poses numertransferred to another e levator, which carous windows, 6,500 in all, to be exact. It ried me to the 87th floor where the observaalso offers a majestic observatory point on
tory balcony was. The aesthetic sight
the 87th floor, which was an incredible
amazed me so much; I was truly at a loss of
experience. The surrounding buildings,
words.
although some tall in height, measure poorThe surrounding buildings all seemcil to
Iy a longside the Empire State Building. The
have shrunken severely because now they
Empire State Building, however, is said to
seemed so small. Looking down really took
have had the shortest reign of the world's
a lot of energy out of me; I am not scared of
tal lest. It proudly took the crown in 1931
heights but when standing on a balcony
when it was fInished and opened to the puba lmost 2,000 feet in the sky, it is only natulic. A few months after, its crown would be ral for one to exert a bit of fearful thoughts.
taken by Chicago's Sears Tower. But it The congested streets looked like black
remained the tall!'st structure in New York
threads with yellow dots on them, the yeluntil 1973, the birth of T he World Trade
low dots being the numerous taxicabs. There
Center. Despite not holding the records, this
were magnifying instruments, which
building is New York' s most visited and
required 50 cents. Looking through them,
loved building. U nfortunately, it has taken
the surrounding structures could be seen in
back its New York's title due to the horrifYclose proximity, which I enjoyed very much.
ing events of September 11 ,200 1.
I saw Manhattan in all its glorious splendor,
It seems that mankind has always been
and I now appreciate this city more, not only
fascinated with tall buildings. The tallest
for its promise of a better life but also· for the
building in the world was once only eight
livelihood and attractiveness of New York.
stories high, and mankind bas continued to
Lamb, Harmon And Shreve: the archiliterally reach for the skies. Now, here we tects behind · this building, had a dream to
are today sbowing off buildings thousands
invite a new era with new advancements. I
of feet high with over 100 stories. This
am sure they were seen back then as crazy,
deepened love for skyscrapers began to
wanting to build a 102-story building, but
flourish in the early 20th century when it
now look at all the recognition and respect
was honestly believed that a city with tall
this single building g ives off. The Empire
massive buildings showed greatness and
State Building stands tall another day ruling
power, and on the same note, the city with
her well-deserved New York skyline.
the tallest building would show pride and
strength. After these beliefs started to linger
. in men' s brain, an unofficial competition
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What Is Contemporary Africa?
By Ted Carryl
frica is a continent where many
civil wars are fought. These wars
are the effects of colonialism,
which was brought to Africa by Europeans.
Inequality is why civil wars have continued
in Africa. These wars are between the antiEuropean Africans and the pro-European
Africans. The pro-Europeans are those who
believe that they have a chance of h appiness and liberty . in the biased European
order in African society. The antiEuropeans wish to rid Africa of Europeans
and their racism. They refuse to forget the
s laughtering of their forebears and the
unjust reality in Africa today. These
Africans believe that no happiness and liberty can be found for Africans in a
European system, and they must continue
to fight their o ppressor with bullets and
bombs. These Africans a re martyrs for their
dying c ulture a nd reject the way of the
European.
I will briefly discuss Africa's history to
give you an answer to why contemporary
Africa is what it is today. I'll incorporate
views from a couple of short stories from
the book Under African Skies and another
from the film Lumumba to better reach my
goal. These short stories are "Sarzan" and
"I'm Not Talking about That Now."
A long time ago Africa was rich with
exotic minerals such as dia mond, gold, a nd
many others. The people of this affluent
continent
lived
the
farmer's
life.
Grandparents, parents, and children all
lived together in one home. The grandparents were considered the head of the home
because of their towering age. Together,
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families would work. Each sharing the
la bor, male members would hunt a nd
female members would harvest. These
members saw their identities by the group
to which they belonged and not in selfaccomplishments. In this horticultural society, the group was more important than the
indi v idual. Europeans, however, very much
believed in individuality.
.
EUro~ led the agricultural revolution
and the i dustria l revolution. The agricultural rev lution led to surplus farming.
Som e may say that surplus farming, which
means to farm more than what Was needed
for profit, was a waste of food. Through
this waste, some Euro peans were freed
from harvesting, for food was now stacked
for m onths a head. Some Europeans trave led to the A m ericas while others ventured
to Africa in search of new wealth for
E urope. Europeans, first, traded with the
people of Africa. Because they led in the

weapons race, once Europeans learned the

capa bilities of Africa's weapons, they saw
no need in continuing equally based business relations with Africans. Africa's
weapons were inferior to that of Europeans.
Once Europeans discovered that they were
superio r to Africans, in terms of technology, they began trading their state-of-the-art
weapons with different African tribes in
exch ange for land and indentured servants.
With these weapons and less land, tribal
wars began over supremacy. Once one tribe
was left standing, Europeans, with their
upgraded weapons, fought for supremacy
in Africa.
Because Africans were very weak from
fighting among themselves, this made them
vulnerable for conquering. Europe's., domi-
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nant empire then battled Africa's leading
tribes. After winning the battle, Europeans
usurped Africa's natural minerals to
Europe. The result of the usurpation sickened Africa's land. The digging and the
bombing for resources destroyed many
regions in Africa. Famine resulted because
crops could no longer be grown on haza rdous soil. The explosion from the bombings brought harmful chemicals to Africa.
These chemicals leaked into lakes and
rivers, leaving them unsuitable for water
and for drinking. Africans grew hungry and
rebellious. Since not all Africans were
looking to rid Africa of Europeans, and
because of this split, Africans were left to
fight among themselves. Civil wars resulted from the split. These wars have continued to this day.
African-European armies were formed
to terminate the rebellion. Some Africans in
the European armies were sent off to
France to fight in European wars.
Experiencing the outside world, returning
soldiers were given by their administrators
a European title to return to their villages
and teach their people about the way of the
white man. In other, words, "Civilize them"
(Sarzan). The split in Africa did not only
lead to civil wars, it also led to domestic
wars. Family structure and values were disrupted.
The story "I'm Not Talking About That
Now" describes how the split in Africa
changed the norms of African families. In
this story, adults aren't fighting against the
European government, which oppresses
them, but, rather their children are doing
the fighting . The students form a militia and
fight back the govemmetlt and al! who sup-

port it. The rebels call for a boycott agairist
all European-owned bus inesses, which
were mostly all of Africa's businesses. In
this story, a mother has to smuggle food,
which she has bought from a Europeanowned store, home to feed her family. She
is caught and her groceries are "stamped"
by her son, a loyal member of the rebellion .
In the film Lumumba, a man named
Patrice Lumumba, an anti-European in a
sense, grew to become president of a region
in Africa. Lumumba refused to allow
E uropeans to control him, for they wanted
to exploit the labor of his people. Because
of Lumumba's defiance, the Europeans paid
his anny's commander to oust him. This he
did and Europe got its way with Amca.
Lumumba's anny's commander became a
"puppet- president for the Euro peans and
the exploitation of Africa continued.
The Europeans usurped Africa's na tural
resources. Africa was reconstructed with
the European value of capitalism. Africans
lost their land and were forced to work and
live under rigorous conditions. They have
worked and are working to earn the
resources that originated in Africa.
Professor Pieprzak, You asked me, "What is
contemporary Africa?" I hope I've
answered your question.
Ted Carryl was a student in Professor
Kashia Pieprzak's English 14 class during
the spring 2003 semester.
The class
focused on North African literature. Sadly,
for BCC. Professor Pieprzak has joined the
French department of Williams College,
Williamstown, Massachusetts. We miss her,
but we wish her the best.
ll
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"The Rebuilding Process Begins"
he New York Mets started properly understood and used for ability to get hits, extra-base hits,
and homeruns; therefore, it measthe 2003 seaso n with aspi- the right purpose .
rations of making the playThey say that offense sells tick- ures his ability to drive in runs.
Now that we have a better
offs. However, their goals of mak- ets, but anyone that knows baseing the playoffs, and winning the ball will tell you that it's defense understanding of how this system
World Series have quickly turned that will inevitably win you more works, let's attempt to play the
Listed
into a faded dream.
games. Defense starts with pitch- role of general manager.
At the beginning of the season ing, and when it comes to pitch- below you will find the names of
the Mets had what looked to be a ing, a GM can make a pretty good the pitchers who will probably
potent offense.
However, the living selling flamethrowers, and become free agents at season's
Mets' hi g hly priced veterans, buying guys who can find other end.
including Mo Vaughn and Roberto ways of getting outs. By looking
Alomar, .w ho were supposed to at the pitcher' s earned run average
bri ng back the glory days of the (ERA), you can get a pretty good
1986 World Series . Champions, idea as to how well he can pitch .
never got going. Eventually, Fred The problem with the ERA is that
Wilpon , the team' s owner, fired it measure s the number of runs a
General Manager Steve Phillips, pitcher allows, but runs are usualand named his assistant, Jim Iy allowed by the whole defen se
Duquette, as interim manager.
and not just the pitcher, and if a
As GM, Duquette 's first order pitcher plays with a team that has
of business is to reduce payroll , a lousy defense, like the NY Mets,
which is currently at about $117 he is more likely to give up a lot
million. The quest ion that every- more runs than if he were pitching
The names that jump out at you
one is asking, however, is can he for a team with a good defense . In are
Randy
Johnson ,
Bartolo
reduce payroll while putting a addition to having a good defense, Colon,
and
Kevin
Milwood .
team together that can challenge a pitcher must also have good run However, as a general manager
the Atlanta Braves for the NL East support; so it is safe to say that the who is moving towards acquiring
title. The answer is . .. "sabermet- team's defense (and offense) h as a younger players , while cutting
rics. "
direct affect on a pitcher' s ERA, p ay roll , and putting a team togethSabermetrics is a system that in addition to wins and lo sses.
er that can contend for years to
was first adopted in 2002 by Billy
As a general manager the goal come, the most attractive free
Beane, the general manager of the i s to put a team out on the f ie ld agent would be Sidney Ponson.
Oakland A's. With a budget of just that can win more games than the Ponson is quietly having his best
$40 million the GM set out to put other organizations, and one way season yet. At the halfw ay point
a team on the field that can stay in of doing this is to outsc ()re the Ponson has a record of 12-5 with
contention until late June , and by opponent.
So, you would think an ERA ot: 3.64 and 89 strikeouts.
the .halfway ppiJ)t, J3iJJy Beane's that runs scored woul,d be an Furthermore, he is doing this with
A's ' wer'';' •traiH:"'g '(fie ; 'fi.r~~ pll.c'e .. impdrtllIit- 'S1:&: . .Hbw'evel';'&-leadofl-.·· tne-' BalfQJlOre ' bHOieii - who' at ' the
Seattle Mariners by only six ' 'hitter who 1'~ad'S ttl! teagUe in 'T\n~ ' I" halfway point a r.., jHl!~ tH ;- ,~g<.
games,
At that point he went scored will score fewer runs if he
s hopping for players on teams that is positioned in the bottom of the
were no longer in the race for the line-up. Thus, runs scored are due
playoffs . What Billy Beane ended in large part to the batting order,
up with was a team that finished in and not the player,
first place , and on its way to the
Now, everyone who plays or is
playoffs.
a fan of baseball always looks at a
The fact that the A's finished in player's batting average (BA) and
first place isn't all that remark- runs batted in (RBI's) as ways of
able; any team in any given year measuring a player 's offense;
c'an have a great season. What is however, these stats are probably
remarkable is that the A's ended the most incomplete stats in all of
the season in a tie for most wins in baseball.
According to Bi\1y
Now in terms of position playall of baseball. However, the A 's Beane, a player's batting average ers the two names that jump right
only spent $40 million, while the isn't worth what it costs; it 's usu- out are Vladimir Guerrero and
other team , the New York Yankees , ally the on-base percentage (OBP) Miguel Tejada. However, signing
spent $126 million; that's a differ- that is worth a great deal more , anyone of these players will come
ence of $86 million!
and RBI's measure a lot of things at too high a cost for the NY Mets .
Now, I'm not saying that the that are not the player's own con- Therefore, if I were GM I would
Mets have to make such drastic tribution. I know it sounds crazy attempt to pick up the 29-year-old
payroll cuts, but what I am saying but think about this? The batting second baseman Luis Casti\1o,
is , if the Oakland A's can put a average only measures hits not The second baseman will be a
team together that ended the sea- walks (BB) , and so it measures a good fit for the Mets because h e
son with as many wins as the NY homerun the same way it would can fill in the gap left by Roberto
Yankees , then we, the NY Mets, measure a single, thereby exclud- Alomar, who was traded to the
should adopt this sabermetric sys- ing a player's ability to get on Chicago White Sox for a trio of
tern, so we can put together a team base, Furthermore, a player can- young ta lent, and can also be the
that can contend for at least the not drive in a run unless he has leadoff hitter that the Mets need ,
division title,
someone on base (except, of The other player that I would go
The question now is what's this course , if he hits a homerun , in after is Shannon Stewart ; now I
saber stuff, and what does it do? which case he drives in his own know his numb ers don ' t jump out
Sabermeterics is the search for run.) As a result, a more complete at you, but remember that the OBP
objective knowledge about the way of measuring a player 's abili - is worth a great deal more, If the
game of ba se bal I. It answers ques- ty to score runs and to advance Mets set out to buy as much of it
tions like "which player con- runners would be the OBP, along as possible, they could conceivtributes the most to his teams with the slugging percentage ably have a winning team out on
offense?" To answer th.e se ques- (SLG) ,
Why?
Because, OBP the field without having to spend
tions , however, one must use base- measures a player's contribution to the millions that they've been so
ball 's available statistics , and sta- total runs scored, and the slugging accustomed to doing,
tistics are only useful if they are percentage measures a player's
-By Peter Salas
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2003 Soccer Schedule

2003 ·Vollyball '·Schedule

Mr. Lewis Lattari, Coach

Day

Opponent

Date

Place

TIITl8

Day

Date

Opponent

Place

Time

~ed.

Sept 10

CUNY Toumament

Home

4:00p.m.

Sat.

Sept 20

CUNY Toumament

TBA

9:00am

Sat

Sept. 13

CUNY Toumament

TBA

TBA

Tues.

Sept 23

Rockland

Away

6:00pm

Mon.

Sept. 15

CUNY Toumament

TBA

TBA

Sun

Sept 28

Dutchess/Sullivan

Dutchess

12 noon

Wed.

$epl17

CUNY Toumament

TBA

TBA

Tues.

Sept. 30

Monroe

Away

6:00pm

Fri.

Sept. 19

Orange County

Away

4:00p.m.

Thurs.

Oct. 2

Westchester

Home

6:00pm

Mon.

Sept 22

DutchessCC

Home

4:00p.m.

Sat.

Oct. 4

Ulster/Orange

Orange

12 noon

Sat

Sept. 27

Suffolk west

Away

2:00p.m.

Tues.

Oct. 7

Rockland

Home

6:00pm

Mon.

Sept. 29

NassauCC

Home

4:00p.m.

Thurs.

Oct 9

Westchester

Away

6:00pm

~ed.

Oct. 1

SuffoIkCC

Home

4:00p.m.

Sat.

Oct. 11

SuffolklSuffoik West

Suffolk West 12 noon

Mon.

Oct.S

Monroe

Home

2:00pm

Sun.

Oct. 12

Nassau/Queensboro

Nassau

12 noon

Thurs.

Oct. 9

UlsterCC

Away

4:00p.m.

Tues.

Oct. 14

Monroe

Home

6:00pm

Mon.

oct. 13

RoddandCC

Away
,.

4:00p.m.

Sat.

Oct. 18

TCllManhattan CC

Manhattan

12 noon

Fri.

Oct. 17

WestchestefCC

Away

3:30p.m.

sat.

Oct. 25

KingsboroJFashionlnstitute

Kingsboro

12 noon

Mon.

0cl20

Globe

Home

3:30p.m.

Tues.

Oct. 28

HostosCC

Home

6:00p.m.

Sat/Sun

Nov.1fl

Regional Toumament

Dutchess

10:00 am

~Elliiiiiiioiiiiii_
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The deadline for filing the voter registration form to be eligible to vote in the November 4th election is October 10th.
To register, clip this Voter Registration Form, fill it oot, and mail it to tile Board of Elections, or
pick up a form from the BCC Office of College Relations, Loew Hall 16, or .c all for information at 718-289-5145.
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Hey Freshmen!!!!
Here's Your --HoW' To Survive BCC-- Guide
By Nadia Merhai
remember my frrst week here. I
was stumbling to figure things
out, regardless of the fact that
there was that college catalog that
was readily available to me. But
what if you don 't have time to read
SO pages worth of BCC's valuable
information? Then here's the quick
read to it. and whatever else you need
to know to survive here.
First of all the quickest and easiest way to access ANY info if you are
on
campus:
http://www.bcc.cuny.edu.
That's the key to almost everything. Stop over at a computer lab
and check out the webs ite. The college catalogue and guide you need
are right there. The school's webmaster genius has also incorporated
an online people finder to by name so
you can get in touch with almost
everyone, professors, staff and
beyond (the busy bees of The
Communicator are also listed in
there). By the time most freshmen
realize that the catalogue is a necessity for school and the newly created
OeD classes, it's gone. Usually this
is because they are taken by the late
registrants and the hustlers of the
OeD classes, which will bring me to
my second point. Those good old
OCD c lasses ...
I don 't know what the procedures
are now for new registrants. but
when I first got here two semesters
ago I did everything almost blindly.
Like everyone, I went to admissions,
started the process, and followed
through with my registration the
wrong way very unknowingly. I actually thought I was doing everything
my letters from BCC said to do. But
there is so much ground to cover here
it's almost "impossible to get everything squared away. I didn'l have a

I

counselor and [ had no idea I needed
one. So I never registered for any
OCD class. until my second semester, when [ received a letter telling
me that it was mandatory not only in
my freshman year but my very first
freshman semester. I r~member people asking me ho.w in the world I
managed to take the first semester
without that class. It seems that no
matter how organized and tech savvy
BCC is at this time, I slipped through
the cracks. A good suggestion for
you is to find out who your program
director is for the degree you are
seeking and consult with him or her.
I find that professors are willing
to help as much as they can, and
almost all have an open-door policy.
provided you make an appointment.
Oh' and one of the biggest points to
this whole thing. I concentrated on
making the grade on all of my classes, other than the OeD, thinking that
OCD was no big deal. I wound up
getting a C a nd lowering my hardearned GPA (grade point average). If
yo u 're like me and plan 10 trans fer to
a senior college, this certainly was
not a good thing. All it required was
a little reading of the catalogue and
the mandated book. I wasn't too
happy about that and regretted not
paying more attention. So the re you
go. you have my experiences, but
let's take a closer look at the really
good stuff:
The best hidden sec rets of BCC:
I.
B CC weekly UPDATE
news letter found in Colston Hall
lo bby level (on the Sth floor). It hits
every Monday and is a real gem.
2. Then there is the little movie
eve nt held in the lo bby of Meister
Hall every so often. But -if I have to
g uess, it's a . weekly thing at Bec's
club hour (l2-2·on Thursdays for all

that haven't found out yet)
3. The media technology department. Even if you're not a media
tech student, it is worth looking out
for. There's a ton of helpful stuff
there. You can use one of those OCD
workshop sheets and do something
interesting and useful by checking
out the media tech workshop.
4 . The resume writing and web
development workshops. The calls
for the workshops are usually posted
in The Communicator by Edwin
Roman.
S . BCC student's FREE classified policy in The Communicator
(hey, we have to promote ourselves
somehow). You 've got 50 words to
promote yourself, your business or
sell some books_ We' l1 work around
the word limit if we have the space.
You provide a valid ID dated for the
current semester, and you've got
yourself a classified ad. Check out
the 2nd page for our office information.
The Child Development
6.
Center. A must have for the numerous adults who are returning to
school with toddlers and older children.
The nurse's office on the
7.
lower level of Loew Halt (the admissions building). She can get you
those vaccinations that you direly
need to continue your educational
endeavor, AND we've got hea lthcare coverage. along with m os t
CUNY schools, from GHI. Go grab
a brochure.
8. Not the library because the
books need quite a dusting, BUT the
technology to look for books is great.
So that's why it made the cut_ At the
'li:ery least yo-u should be able tCf look
for what you want at our library, a nd

use your CUNY ID card to get into
one of the more updated libraries
(Lehman College isn 't too far and its
great). As soon as you, the students,
get a little more involved you should
be able to pull out the funding you
need to get the books you need.
YOU ARE, AFTER ALL, PAYING
A RECENTLY RAISED TUITION
FOR QUALITY EDUCATION.
9. ESIMS. When you become a
pro you can navigate your way to the
registration webs ite (if you're
approved by the appropriate counselor,) to register for the upcoming
semester.
10. THE NEW COMPUTER
LABS . These labs were s tarted
roughly two semesters ago and they
continue to spread. If you've never
touched a computer before. thi s is for
you. Get your reports done, e-mail a
couple of friends . or browse the
(nternet for the infonnation yo u
need. Our technology department
has worked hard to make this a reality for the students of the college.
You sho uld most definitely take
advantage of this. Make sure you
have your student ID or Bursar 's
recei pt to enter; they do require I D
and, preferably, the school 's own.
II .
The
SGA (Student
Government Association). They are
there for you. If you feel you've
received an undeserved grade or if
you want to be heard about the quality of your school. thi s is the place to
go. They're in the Roscoe Brown
Student Center along with the
Student Activities office.
12. Also, it's no secret that the
cafeteria can brea k the bank, and you
might even be on Ca mpus at an
ungodly hour, but if you travel a little
off campus you'll find some off the
stuff you crave -- right there on

Burns ide Avenue (at the intersection
after 181 st Street & University
Avenue) down to Jerome Avenue
under the train tine. To the right you
can find Dunkin Donuts, and down at
Jerome's, some McD's and Kentucky
Fried Chicken. Sometimes it helps to
brownbag it as well. The people who
take trains to school obviously know
this, but there arc some who bus the
ride all the way to school.
13. Online classes. Yep, they
exist here. You need to dig deep and
talk to your professor about switching into one. But remember that
they 're very limited and most professors prefer the live classroom.
14. Campus security. They're
there for you once again. If you're
uncomfortable in any situation you
should call on them. Unfortunately,
at the time I am writing this article
the number is unava ilable to me;
however, if you stop and ask any
security personnel, they should be
able to infonn you on the spot.
15. Its no secret what the best
part of BCC is. Here you will develop relationships, possibly for lifetime. You will learn professionalism
and how to deal with the world outside of high school. And, of course,
our returning adults will have most of
the same experiences. Just remember the slogan "it's who you know."
For the working class that's some
valuable piece of information and
widely known. These relationships
can tum into romance, professions,
and lifetime friendships.
Finally, from the staff of The
Communicator, our most warm welcome to our newcom ers. Good luck
with your college career and our best
wishes for you.

Special Memorial Awards A First At BCC Film Fest
he First Annual Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Awards were also presented to four Bronx Community College filmmakers by Dr. Rondinone's
wife and daughter. The Peter J. Rondinone Memorial Awards have been
established by Bronx Community College's Media Technology Program to recognize students who have demonstrated an ability to make a positive difference
in the college and in their community.
BCC students Anthony Wright, Elizabeth Martinez, Johanny Rosario and
Carlos Lample also received professional screenwriting software donated by
Final Draft, Inc. and Movie Magic Screenwriter from The Write Brothers, Inc.
Company.
Peter (PJ) Rondinone was among the second class of freshman to participate
in CCNY's historic Open Admissions Program. A public school kid who had
spent more time out of school than in, at City College Peter struggled mightily
to make up for lost time. By his third year at the college, he was working on the
Observation Post (OP), the campus paper. By his senior year, he was one of the
editors of OP and the City College reporter for The New York Times. His inspirational essay about his experiences as an open admissions student, "Open
Admissions and The Inward I," which first appeared on the Op-Ed page of The
New York Times, has been re-printed in more than a dozen college textbooks.
Mr. Rondinone earned his M .A. in English and creative writing at CCNY,
where he had the opportunity to study with several of the leading writers of our
time, Susan Sontag and Donald Barthelme among them. Then he landed his first
teaching job back in his home borough, in fact, at Bronx Community College,
and after teaching in various English departments throughout CUNY, he landed
a full-time position at LaGuardia Community College. At LaGuardia, he was
also director of the Journalism Program, which flourished under his leadership.
The campus paper, The Bridge, won the prestigious Newsday Award in 1993.
Many of Rondinone's journalism students went on to four-year schools and
beyond, landing jobs as reporters at major papers and media outlets. He was
tenured at LaGuardia in 1995 and remained there until his untimely death last
fall.
Durin g his years of teaching, Rondinone continued to write tirelessly--fiction, screenplays, teleplays, journalism--never doubting his vision and his commitment to it. He and film director Jeffrey Wisotsky collaborated on writing
films from the time they met in 1976 at the City College David V. Picker Film
Institute. Their work continually reflected the turbulent lives they had known

T

growing up in the Bronx. An early film, Housing Project U.S.A., went on to win
a Warner Brothers film grant and the support of Academy Award-winning director Milos Forman, who continued to help Peter and Jeffrey. Their many screenplays received consistently high praise from critics. About their original un-produced screenplay YOYO Land, which was a Sundance film writing finalist,
Forman wrote these words of praise: "You have to read the screenplay ... to begin
to appreciate the rich commercial and creative possibilities in this project. It
promises to be the funniest, most touching, and most sexually charged comedy
to come along in the 1990's."
In 1997, the reward for those "thousands of words he'd put to paper" came
when Picador, St. Martin's literary imprint, bought his collection of stories, The
Digital Hood and Other Stories. The book came out in 1998 and was chosen as
one of Barnes and Noble's Discover Great New Writers selections. Rondinone
received his Ph.D. in English Education from New York University in May of
2002. He left behind a memoir, Marco Polo at The Bronx Zoo, and a novel ,
Starving Time, both of which are currently being considered for publication. His
life, his work and his spirit remain alive in his many friends, students and colleagues, and in his wife and daughter.

right) Mr_ Kevin Johnston. Avid Technology, Mr. Steve Garfinkel. Eastman Kodak
Wisotsky, Director, Media Technology Program, Dr. Debra Gonsher. Chairperson,
ICo>mmun·ica,tion Arts & Sciences, Bee filmmaker Johanny Rosario and Pmf. Kalhi Jason··Ro.nd,inolne
with the first Dr. Peter J . Rondinone Memorial Award at the Tenth Annual BCC
PHOTOGRAPH BY Vandam Bui
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Bronx Community College Career Development Office Presents
Website Creation for .lQb H~nters
Fall 2003 Edition
I

FREE
FOR ALL REGISTERED STUDENTS RECENT ALLUMNI FACULTY AND STAFF
""'"MY BUILD A

\A!ORI<SI-IOPS BEGIN
ON

VVEB SITE?

A vveb site is a great vvay to sho vvcase
vvho you are and vvhatyou are capable
of to. potential employers in vvays that
a resume can't alvvays illustrate.

FRIDAY,.
SEPTEM.BER 19,
llAM.-1PM. ..
AND \A!ILL MEET

VVHAT VVILL THESE "","ORKSHOPS COVER?

•

Basic HTML
Graphics / Colors
Content / Navigation / Theme
Publishing

-===-

(L·rrF
.

(EXCEPT
HALLOVVEEN)

UNTIL
NOVEM.BER 21.
SPACE IS LIM.ITED.

VVHAT SHOULD I BR.ING
VVITH ME?

TO SIGN UP, VISIT
THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT OFFICE IN
LOE\A! I-IALL, ROOM

A formatted disc -E MPTY / Brand
Nevv
A notebook or some paper and a
pen / pencil to take notes
PLEASE ATTEND EVERY SES-

Caning

EVERY FRIDAY

32g TO PICK UP AN '
APPLICATION.

an "'.:o"llege :slude'nls:

Talk clear across the country with Sprint.
-

1000 Anytime Minutes for $40/month FREE PCS Phone:
Ca. to anywhere in the u.s. from anywhere on the New York
Metro and New EnglandPCS Network.

Nationwide long Distance Incklded. Every Minute. every day.

Get the LG 1200 & Nokia 3585i FREE after
$100 sawings Onstant or mail-in) with
activation of a new line of service.

V"1Iit the Sprild SWe or .....riutI ~I. _ r you.:
Braal
305 E. Fard~ Road

Digital uprass
591 W. 18111 S1rHt
3468J. . . . A...

5585 Broadway
r-----------------------------~----------------------------------------------~-----:
.

Save-ta&.- now only through September 14th!
Bring in this coupon to recaive an activation fae ref1.B'ld at any Sprint Stora or authorized retailar.
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